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Exclusive: Probe into billion-dollar cosmetic surgery industry
COSMETIC clinics have been accused of putting patients at risk with barely qualified surgeons
snubbing safety laws in revelations which have sparked a state investigation into the sector.
NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard ordered the probe after The Saturday Telegraph found an
unlicensed facility still offering procedures after being ordered to cease and desist. The industry can also
allow anyone who has graduated with a medical degree and is a registered doctor to call themselves a
cosmetic "surgeon" - even if they have not done specialised training.
"I got what I paid for and my breasts looked cheap and ugly," said Jessica Boyson, one woman who suffered a botched
breast augmentation.
FULL REPORT PAGE 4-5
MEDICAL school graduates are calling themselves cosmetic "surgeons" after completing half-day training courses in breast
enhancements and Botox, prompting calls for a wideranging overhaul of the industry by concerned health professionals and
terrified women who believe they have been mislead on the operating table.
NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard last night ordered an investigation into rogue operators "flouting regulations" after the
revelations.
A special investigation by The Saturday Telegraph also revealed NSW's billion-dollar cosmetic surgery industry has been
likened by one former clinic nurse to a "wild, wild west" operation with a bizarre loophole that allows anyone who has graduated
with a medical degree and is a registered doctor to call themselves a cosmetic "surgeon" even if they have not undergone any
specialised training.
The revelations come amid a boom of easily accessible cosmetic surgeries in suburban streets and shopping centres all
over Sydney, luring customers with cheap rates and payment plans.
Today we can reveal: Popular cosmetic surgeons include individuals who have failed their GP exams and their only
qualifications are medical school degrees; Botox is being administered by nurses with doctors only supervising via Skype - or
not at all; Cosmetic surgeons are continuing to use controversial and cheaper "lowlevel sedation" to keep patients awake
during breast enlargement operations; In some instances, operators are both performing procedures and administering
anaesthetic themselves in a bid to further save costs; and One Sydney cosmetic surgeon whose clinic has been told to cease
and desist surgery at their Western Sydney facility has launched a bizarre campaign "encouraging women" to get breast
surgery at unlicensed clinics.
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Mr Hazzard last night ordered the Ministry of Health to conduct a highlevel review of Sydney's clinics in a bid to catch out
facilities "flouting regulations" after The Saturday Telegraph discovered Enhance Cosmetics at Penrith is still operating even
though the facility is not licensed.
NSW Health is now looking at legal action to shut the clinic down after it has ignored cease-and-desist letters.
"I've directed the Ministry of Health to refer this matter to the HCCC for investigation to determine whether there is enough
evidence to prosecute them," Mr Hazzard said. He said he was "concerned on behalf on the community" about the level of
safety in Sydney's booming cosmetic surgery industry and had ordered the ministry to do whatever it could to prosecute clinics
flouting regulations.
Les Blackstock, the GP who operates Enhance Cosmetics, said new laws which require any clinic that performs breast
augmentations to be licensed did not improve patient safety.
He said he had been a "driving force" in bringing the cost of implants down and he wanted to get the message out it was
"safe" to have breast surgery at an unlicensed facility.
"We have been assessed by the NSW Medical Council and passed accreditation of safety standards," he said.
Dr Blackstock said he used "tumescent anaesthetic method" rather than "general anaesthetic", which meant he had not
been previously asked to get the clinic licensed. He also claimed his surgeries were not augmentations, because he was giving
women "new breasts", not making them bigger.
Nurse Nicole Montgomery, who worked at one clinic for years, compared the industry to a "wild wild west" where doctors
who did not have proper surgical training were performing complex procedures.
The Australasian Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons (ASAPS) board president Dr Mark Magnusson told The Saturday
Telegraph the recent death of Jean Huang, 33, during a breast procedure highlighted the need for tougher regulation over who
could call themselves a cosmetic surgeon.
"I've seen resumes from cosmetic surgeons and their qualifications outside a medical degree have been a twohour
workshop," he said.
Dr Magnusson said there had been a reluctance to act because cosmetic surgery didn't come under Medicare.
"The regulations are there but
SHODDY 'SURGEONS' BUTCHERING WOMEN The shattered mum WHEN Newcastle mum Jessica Boyson went under
the knife she had no idea the man operating on her was actually a GP and not a specially trained surgeon.
Ms Boyson, 31, says she was left in constant pain and with what she describes as fake-looking "tennis ball tits" after she
underwent a breast augmentation at the Cosmetic Institute in Parramatta, which is now in liquidation, in 2013.
She said it left her shattered and she had only regained her confidence after having another operation to fix the problem by
plastic surgeon Dr Nicholas Moncrieff.
"If I knew what I know now there's no way I would have seen a cosmetic surgeon," Ms Boyson, a nurse herself, said. "I
assumed because he was calling himself a cosmetic surgeon he had specialised in surgical training.
"My message to other women would be to go to a plastic t surgeon. I got what I paid for and e my breasts looked cheap and
ugly.
Twelve months after the surgery one of my nipples dropped out of the pocket." Ms Boyson is now married to anaesthetist Dr
John Rothwell, who was "gobsmacked" when he found out his wife's sedation had been performed by a nurse.
"Anaesthetics is a delicate art and needs to be performed by someone who is trained in this area for operations," Dr
Rothwell said.
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"Some of these surgeons downplay the risk by calling it a procedure, but it is an operation and you need someone who is
trained to know what happens when something goes wrong." The regulations are there but they're failing to be adhered to
ASAPS President Dr Mark Magnusson they're failing to be adhered to, and there is a lack of enforcements," he said.
"I think because the surgeries are private there has been a reluctance to act, but people's safety is being put at risk."
President of Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists Professor David Scott said surgeons performing both
sedation and the surgery themselves were "playing a game of life and death". "The anaesthesia is the most dangerous part of
the surgery, it's not the place to be cutting corners. If something goes wrong you only have a matter of minutes to respond," he
said.
Some "surgeons" were taking advantage of laws that allow GPs and nurses to administer to local anaesthetic but were
giving "lethal doses", he said.
The 'disfigured' nurse COOGEE nurse Emma Kelly says she has been left "feeling disfigured" and is facing a $40,000 bill for
corrective surgery after a Western Sydney GP "butchered" her breasts.
Ms Kelly, who works in the cosmetic industry, said she has been left scarred and in terrible pain after a breast augmentation
from Dr Les Blackstock at the Enhance Clinic in Penrith.
The procedure took place in a house that has been converted into an office in 2014.
She said she was given a low-level sedation during the procedure.
"I could remember his asking me questions about the size, but you're held out of it and really can't answer," Ms Kelly said.
And the 33-year-old said she was now forced to take "daily painkillers" as she struggled to recover from the ordeal, saying
the implants had proved a nightmare.
"They're way too big for my frame and look ridiculous," Ms Kelly said.
"(Fixing them) needs to be a twopart surgery - one to remove the implants and fix the damage, and another to put implants
back in." Ms Kelly said she was offered corrective work by Dr Blackstock but didn't feel safe going under the knife again with
him.
Dr Blackstock told The Saturday Telegraph he couldn't comment on the specific case, but had very few complaints and had
helped hundreds of happy customers every year.
The whistleblower NURSE Nicole Montgomery has lifted the lid on Sydney's cosmetic industry after spending three years
working in one of the city's most controversial clinics.
Ms Montgomery worked from 2013-16 at a scandal-ridden clinic currently at the centre of a huge class action suit, but quit
after she said she couldn't take any more of their behaviour.
Ms Montgomery told The Saturday Telegraph the industry was using underqualified people branded as "cosmetic surgeons".
"I know doctors who have failed their GP exams who call themselves cosmetic surgeons," she said.
Ms Montgomery has now launched a website, Trusted Surgeons, encouraging people to seek surgery from doctors who
have had specialist surgical training.
A spokesman from the clinic said all their doctors held the qualifications required by national and state law.
Caption Text:
Jessica Boyson with her daughter Mollyjane. Picture: Richard Dobson
Jessica Boyson with her daughter Mollyjane. Picture: Richard Dobson
Emma Kelly. Picture: David Swift
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THE HISTORY SYDNEY'S cosmetic surgery culture has claimed the life of one woman and left several
others in constant pain from botched procedures.
Police allege Jean Huang, 35, was killed a fortnight ago at The Medi Beauty business she owned in
Chippendale when an unqualified Chinese tourist allegedly injected her with a lethal dose of local
anaesthetic during a procedure to put fillers into Ms Huang's breasts.
Jie Shao, 33, was charged with recklessly inflicting grievous bodily harm and using poison to endanger
life and her bail has been refused by police.
Ms Huang's death is just one example of the dozens of cosmetic procedures that have left women with serious health
issues. In January 2015 Amy Rickhuss went into cardiac arrest during a procedure at The Cosmetic Institute in Parramatta.
NSW health authorities inspected the facilities shortly afterwards and found several patients had suffered potentially
life-threatening medical complications there during surgery.
Investigators discovered six patients had encountered significant complications, including seizures and cardiac arrests.
The law was changed last year in an attempt to force surgeries to be done in hospitals or accredited facilities.
A Cosmetic Institute spokesman said "all doctors engaged by the TCI hold the relevant qualifications and accreditations as
required under the state and national legislation".
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THE INSIDER
THE doctor at the centre of a massive class action involving Australia's largest cosmetic surgery clinic
has blasted its practices as a "farce".
Speaking for the first time since his patient Amy Rickhuss went into cardiac arrest during a botched
surgery at The Cosmetic Institute in Parramatta in 2015, Niroshan Sivathasan has exposed what he says
are the shoddy standards exploited by his former employer.

Dr Sivathasan (pictured) was reprimand ed by health authorities in July but said he was made a scapegoat by the
scandal-plagued clinic, claiming he left after discovering safety standards were compromised to cut costs.
"It was only when my case went wrong and I started working out what the hell was going on that I realised something was
not right and I resigned," he said.
The Cosmetic Institute said all its doctors hold the relevant qualifications and accreditations required under state and
national legislation.
Five women came forward last week and filed a lawsuit against the clinic in the NSW Supreme Court alleging the "one size
fits all" approach to surgery left them with misshapen implants and damage.
The Cosmetic Institute has vowed to defend all allegations.
Dr Sivathasan said the industry was infested with "popup" breast enhancement clinics operating in unlicensed rooms.
DISSECTING FIGURES $1B Total yearly expenditure on plastic surgery in Australia $350m Total spent on Botox annually
8000 Breast augmentation surgeries a year 30,000 Liposuctions a year
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THE FIXER A RESPECTED surgeon says he is getting at least eight calls a week from horrified women
following botched surgeries by underqualified quacks.
Newcastle plastic surgeon Dr Nicholas Moncrieff told The Saturday Telegraph he was undertaking
operations on two women a week needing help after they were left in pain after dodgy procedures.
"Incorrect (implant) placement can also lead to chronic pain and creates unusual breast and chest
shapes," he said.

And the director of Hunter Plastic Surgery said the federal government needed to change the laws about who could call
themselves a cosmetic surgeon.
"I've been calling for the government to regulate this for several years because these women tell me they thought the
government wouldn't let someone call themselves a cosmetic surgeon unless they were trained as a surgeon," Dr Moncrieff
said.
"Sadly the government has chosen to not give women more protection in this area."
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THE SHADY PRACTICE BOTOX is being administered by nurses with doctors only supervising via
Skype if at all.
Australasian Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons Board president Dr Mark Magnusson said laws that
allow doctors to do consultations over Skype were put in place to help people living in regional areas not
allow doctors to do less monitoring. "We are concerned about beauty spas in particular that are offering
Botox with little doctor supervision or consultation," he said.

Nurse Nicole Montgomery said the practice was rife and a massive concern. "If Botox isn't administered properly it can
cause blindness, it can actually be very dangerous," she said.
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THE EXPERIENCE
WOMEN as young as 21 are being told they need Botox by pushy Sydney cosmetic surgeons.
As part of today's investigation, The Saturday Telegraph attended a number of consultations at popular
Sydney clinics.
Sales tactics being used included consultations where clients are required to sit in front of a mirror and
frown while a cosmetic surgeon points out their lines.
Women are also being encouraged to get Botox in their twenties "before it is much too late".
"I have a girl who is 21," one doctor said.
"By the time you start seeing lines it means you should have got Botox earlier." The eastern suburbs surgeon also described
Botox as "the answer" and said by the time you saw lines it was "too late".
"It is a very safe procedure," he said.
A nurse at another facility told The Saturday Telegraph they had only informed patients about alternatives to injectables
"because they were required to" by law.
Online advertisements for breast augmentations offer payment plans that promise the procedure will cost patients "the same
as a cup of coffee per day".
Others suggest surgery can help patients "find a partner" and "improve their careers".
According to statistics from the Australasian College of Cosmetic Surgery, we now have a bigger spend on cosmetic
procedures per capita than the US.
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People who have thrown a ball around in a park are entitled to say they've played rugby league, after a
fashion. But they would be wrong to describe themselves as NRL players. Reaching that level requires
rather more effort.
Likewise, someone may claim to have written a book, but unless that book is published and made
available in bookstores, it would be stretching it to describe such a person as an author.
Professional qualifications are widely assumed in a job title.

The title of "surgeon" is understood to indicate a person with substantial medical training and an appropriately
comprehensive education.
Yet, as The Saturday Telegraph reveals, we have medical school graduates calling themselves cosmetic "surgeons" after
completing mere half-day training courses in breast enhancements and Botox.
This confounding state of affairs is due to a legal loophole that means anyone who has graduated with a medical degree and
is a registered doctor can call themselves a cosmetic "surgeon", despite not undergoing any specialised training.
Some self-described cosmetic "surgeons" include individuals who have failed their GP exams and hold only elementary
medical school degrees.
Australasian Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons Board president Dr Mark Magnusson told The Saturday Telegraph: "I've
seen resumes from cosmetic surgeons and their qualifications outside a medical degree have been a two-hour workshop."
Understandably, legitimate plastic surgeons and others involved at a serious level in the cosmetic surgery industry are
outraged that their work some of it backed by more than a decade of training and application - may be tarnished by association
with flimsily qualified operators.
Following a spike in complaints to the Health Care Complaints Commission and a number of frightening incidents where
patients have been rushed from the operating table to hospital emergency departments, legitimate surgeons in the cosmetic
field are calling for tougher regulations as to who is entitled to promote themselves as surgeons.
This is reasonable to preserve the reputations of those who are respected in the cosmetic surgery field and ensure members
of the public know the true qualifications of "surgeons".
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I DISCOVERED FIRST-HAND THE PRESSURES YOUNG WOMEN ARE PUT UNDER TO GET
NEEDLESS COSMETIC SURGERY, WRITES ANNABEL HENNESSY
It wasn't until a cosmetic surgeon shoved a mirror in my face this week and asked me to frown that
realised I had lines on my forehead.
I'm 24 years old and if you asked me a week ago I would have told you anyone my age considering
Botox was mad.

But after leaving an appointment with a list of what I need to "fix my face" it's not hard to see why more women my age and
even younger are rushing to get work done.
As my story today reveals there are serious concerns about the safety of Sydney's booming cosmetic industry.
And while practitioners using dangerous procedures need to be held accountable, we also should be asking why so many
young women and men believe they need to put their health at risk to improve their appearance.
Australia's cosmetic business is now a billion-dollar industry. According to statistics from the Australasian College of
Cosmetic Surgery, we now have a bigger spend on cosmetic procedures per capita than the US. Every year Aussies are
consuming $350 million worth of Botox procedures, having 8000 breast augmentation surgeries and 30,000 liposuction
procedures.
The top five most popular procedures are anti-wrinkle injection, fillers, laser and IPL, breast augmentation and reduction and
liposuction.
The age of women getting procedures is also getting younger.
When I went for consultations at some of Sydney's most popular clinics as part of my investigation I thought they would be
surprised to see someone my age asking about injections, but they were quick to tell me they had clients much younger.
"I have a girl who is 21," one doctor tells me.
"Now is great time to start Botox because it's preventive.
By the time you start seeing lines it means you should have got Botox earlier." Although there were no obvious safety
concerns at any of the clinics I visited, there was some questionable sales tactics.
One doctor at a popular eastern suburbs clinic spent about 10 minutes making me frown in front a mirror and stare at my
lines.
"If these lines bother you Botox is the answer," he says.
Another clinic tells me "I should think about other options", but then later says they have only done so because they were
"required to" so I could get the Botox prescription.
When I speak about the experience with friends afterwards, the reaction is largely laughter.
As one colleague points out "anyone who doesn't have lines on their face when they frown should be worried".
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But when it's a sternlooking doctor telling you that you'll be thanking yourself later it's much easier to be convinced.
Advertisements for cosmetic surgery in Sydney include "breast augmentation payment plans" that boast you can get the
"confidence you finally need" and are as cheap as "one cup of coffee a day".
Others suggest cosmetic surgery will help you find a partner and offer group discounts.
At the same time the cosmetic surgery industry is booming, eating disorders are the number one killer of any mental health
disease in Australia.
Butterfly Foundation chief executive Christine Morgan says she is worried that the "normalisation of cosmetic surgery" today
is feeding into the rise of body image issues.
While cosmetic surgeons claim they are serving the public by offering cheap procedures, Ms Morgan fears the "affordability"
is normalising life-risking procedures.
"Increased accessibility, affordability and promotion of cosmetic surgery can definitely 'normalise' such procedures," Ms
Morgan says.
"Of greater concern is that it often emphasises the importance of appearance to attain happiness and can encourage people
to strive for unattainable 'perfection'.
"It may also result in people altering their appearance rather than seeking health professional advice on what could be
causing their body dissatisfaction and working through these problems." Ms Morgan says she wants to see tougher guidelines
about how cosmetic surgery is advertised.
"(There) is a need for a sensible approach to the advertisement of cosmetic surgery so that any claims of unrealistic physical
or wellbeing outcomes from the surgery are clearly understood," she says.
"In some cases, cosmetic surgery is required for individuals, however consultation is needed to correctly understand whether
body dissatisfaction is playing a role so that clients can be referred to a mental health professional." While glossy fashion
magazines plastered with perfect-looking women used to shoulder the bulk of the blame for breeding body image issues, social
media is now becoming a bigger culprit.
A recent study by the University of Macquarie has linked the time women spend on Instagram per day with the level of body
dissatisfaction they experience. Women are also likely to experience more body image issues when they use social media to
compare themselves to celebrity.
While cosmetic surgery used to be Hollywood's worst kept secret - with stars like Nicole Kidman refusing to say whether or
not they had undergone procedures - the new breed of social media stars are more than happy to spruik the industry.
Kim Kardashian's younger sister Kendall Jenner was just 18 when she got lip fillers and has said how much she loves her
cosmetic surgeon on multiple occasions.
On the flip side of the equation actor Courteney Cox has told how she regrets altering her appearance.
After years of rumours the 53-year-old star revealed she had undergone multiple cosmetic procedures, some of which she
regretted and has since had reversed.
"I have done things that I regret, and luckily they're things that dissolve and go away, so that's good, because that's not
always been my best look," Cox told TV host Bear Grylls. "I'm as natural as I can be. I now look more like the person that I
was. I hope I do." Cox isn't alone in women experiencing surgery regret.
As The Saturday Telegraph investigation reveals today, NSW plastic surgeons are now seeing multiple cases a week of
women needing revisions after they have been left feeling "disfigured" after going under the knife with questionable
practitioners. For most of them their body insecurity is much worse than before they had surgery. Others say they have been
left in "daily pain".
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When visiting clinics undercover the scariest thing is how hard it is to distinguish the quacks from the legitimate. Most of
them have beautiful offices and perfectly presented receptionists.
It was the same case at the The Medi Beauty clinic in Chippendale where beautysalon owner Jean Huang, 35, died early
this month after a breast enhancement went
wrong.
The clinic was unlicensed and should have never been performing the surgery.
But the group owns facilities all across the country.
And looking at the website and polished shopfront there's no hint something is amiss.
As Dr Mark Magnusson, president of the Australasian Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons, has pointed out, it shouldn't
take a death for us to be forced to take a closer look at the cosmetic surgery industry.
"This needless tragedy highlights the importance of the invisible safety net protecting patients in Australia - the accreditation
of facilities and the qualification and registration of health practitioners," Dr Magnusson says.
"Patient safety is paramount. This case highlights that unfortunately the guidelines, accreditations, restrictions and
registrations only help protect our patients when they are adhered to.
They are there to create a safe environment. Sadly none of this chatter will help Ms Huang and her family. For them this
tragedy is real."
Caption Text:
Jean Huang died after a breast procedure went awry. Picture: Facebook
Jie Shao has been charged with manslaughter over the death of Jean Huang.linic
Amy Lee Rickhuss is raced to hospital after going into cardiac arrest after cosmetic surgery.
Courteney Cox regrets going under the knife.
Amy Lee Rickhuss. Source: Facebook
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